Finney Family Hosting/GPFWEB Hosting AGREEMENT
The TERMS
1.

FFH/GPFWEB makes no warranties what so ever either
expressed or implied as to the services it provides, nor
to the fitness of its services for a particular purpose.

2.

FFH/GPFWEB will not be held responsible for any
damages suffered, including, but not limited to, loss of
data due to delays, misadventure, service interruptions,
misdelivers or errors and/or omissions.

3.

FFH/GPFWEB exercises no control what so ever over
the content of the information and data passing through
its network and you indemnify FFH/GPFWEB from any
legal action regarding said information or data.

4.

FFH/GPFWEB services may only be used for legal
purposes. The transfer of any material limited to,
material protected by trade secret, material legally
judged to be threatening and/or obscene, copyrighted
material, material that is slanderous or in violation of any
other law. You also agree to indemnify FFH/GPFWEB
from any claims resulting from the use, of any services,
or any actions that damage any other party, or yourself.

subscriptions to individuals, groups, companies,
associations or organisations without having to provide a
reason.
16. FFH/GPFWEB reserves the right to modify the Terms
and Conditions at any time. The latest terms and
conditions are available at
ww.finneyfamilyhosting.com/terms.htm.
17. Use of any services provided by FFH/GPFWEB
constitutes acceptance of these terms and conditions.
18. FFH/GPFWEB makes no guarantee to availability of
services at any time.
19. Time spent on any additional authorised required
services i.e. Editing HTML pages, sourcing software
and/or solutions not previously arranged with
FFH/GPFWEB, or any other activity are subject to a ten
pounds (£10) per hour fee with a minimum charge of
one hour.
20. FFH/GPFWEB takes no responsibility for connection
problems or performance issues.

5.

You agree to comply with the rules and regulations
imposed by any network you access through
FFH/GPFWEB services.

21. No sexually related, offensive, banned or illegal material
is to be placed on any web space made available to any
of our clients. You agree that you will be responsible for
all content on your hosted web pages.

6.

Any information obtained via FFH/GPFWEB is used at
your own risk. No responsibility or guarantee is made on
the accuracy, quality or validity of the information.

22. FFH/GPFWEB does not refund any moneys.

7.

You agree and accept that random or group unsolicited
e-mail or advertising is unacceptable by the Internet
community and you (this includes companies) will not
participate in any of the above. FFH/GPFWEB reserves
it's rights to seek damages and compensation should
such an event occur.

8.

Accounts are required to be in credit at all times or the
account and associated services provided by
FFH/GPFWEB will be temporarily disabled until payment
is received.

9.

Credit is a service provided by FFH/GPFWEB and is not
a right of your account and may be revoked at any time
without notice or may not be provided at all. Credit is
only provided to those authorising FFH/GPFWEB to
auto-charge a valid credit card or at FFH/GPFWEB '
discretion.

10. There is a fifty pound (£50.00) penalty fee for unfunded
cheques (Dishonoured/bounced cheques).
11. Unless your account is paid within seven (14) days of
notification by e-mail your account and/or WWW pages
will be removed and will be treated as an account in
default. You agree to pay FFH/GPFWEB any fees that it
incurs in the actions of obtaining money owed to it.
12. Reconnection of an account that has been in default will
be subject to a security deposit and a reconnection fee.
FFH/GPFWEB reserves the right to refuse reconnection.
13. You agree to notify FFH/GPFWEB in writing at least
fourteen (14) days prior to the period of expiry of this
agreement in regard to agreement renewal.
14. FFH/GPFWEB reserves the right to cancel, disable or
delete your account at any time if you are not adhering
to the Terms and conditions or if your actions are illegal,
offensive or be seen as slanderous or damaging to
FFH/GPFWEB, its owners, any of its employees, or
subscribers.
15. FFH/GPFWEB reserves the right to refuse service or

23. FFH/GPFWEB requires payment in advance or on terms
agreed in this document in full for web hosting, domain
registration and any services provided by the
FFH/GPFWEB Webshop. No pro-rata accounts or
refunds for partial terms are accepted.
24. All changes to web sites hosted by FFH/GPFWEB must
be provided in writing by a person or persons authorised
to act on behalf of our client. This person or persons
must be authorised by the original owner of the account
in writing.
25. Customers Agree to payment of a once only Account
Setup Fee of £30.00 which is used to secure the
account on the server and to deter fraudulent service
requests.
FFH/GPFWEB technical support is available from Monday to
Friday between 9am and 10.30pm excluding public holidays.

